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The authors present a joint experimental-theoretical study of collective diffusion properties in
aqueous suspensions of charge-stabilized fluorinated latex spheres. Small-angle x-ray scattering and
x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy have been used to explore the concentration and
ionic-strength dependence of the static and short-time dynamic properties including the
hydrodynamic function H�q�, the wave-number-dependent collective diffusion coefficient D�q�, and
the intermediate scattering function over the entire accessible range. They show that all
experimental data can be quantitatively described and explained by means of a recently developed
accelerated Stokesian dynamics simulation method, in combination with a modified hydrodynamic
many-body theory. In particular, the behavior of H�q� for de-ionized and dense suspensions can be
attributed to the influence of many-body hydrodynamics, without any need for postulating
hydrodynamic screening to be present, as it was done in earlier work. Upper and lower boundaries
are provided for the peak height of the hydrodynamic function and for the short-time self-diffusion
coefficient over the entire range of added salt concentrations. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2538891�

I. INTRODUCTION

Charge-stabilized suspensions are composed of meso-
scaled colloidal particles or macromolecules dispersed in a
low-molecular polar solvent. The importance of these soft
matter systems is based on the fact that they ubiquitously
occur in chemical, environmental, and food industry, and in
many medical, cosmetic, and biological products. Prominent
examples include proteins, polysaccharides and viruses,
paint and clay particles, and well-characterized model sys-
tems consisting of spherical latex spheres. For the latter type
of model systems, a considerable amount of work was done
during the past years to explore and understand the dynamics
of charged spheres on a microscopic basis.1,2 Diffusion and
rheological properties of charge-stabilized colloidal suspen-
sions are determined by a subtle interplay of electrosteric and
hydrodynamic interparticle forces. At long to intermediate
distances charge-stabilized colloidal spheres interact electro-
statically by an exponentially screened Coulomb repulsion
originating from the overlap of neutralizing electric double
layers formed by surface-released counterions and residual
or added salt ions.

Hydrodynamic interactions �HIs� are transmitted by
complicated solvent flow patterns created by the moving par-
ticles. In unconfined suspensions of mobile particles HIs are
very long range and decay with the interparticle distance r

like 1/r. The inherent many-body character of the HIs in
nondilute suspensions causes challenging problems to the
theoretical and computer simulation studies of diffusion
properties.

A salient measure of the strength of HIs with regard to
short-time diffusion is given by the hydrodynamic function2

H�q� = Ds/D0 + Hd�q� . �1�

It is the sum of a wave-number-independent self-part and a
q-dependent distinct part. Here, Ds is the short-time self-
diffusion coefficient, and D0 is the particle diffusion coeffi-
cient at infinite dilution. In the large q limit, the distinct part
vanishes and H�q� becomes proportional to Ds. Without HIs,
H�q� is equal to 1 for all q. Any variation in its dependence
on the scattering wave number is thus a hallmark of HIs. The
hydrodynamic function can be interpreted in physical terms3

as a �reduced� generalized mean particle sedimentation ve-
locity for a suspension subject to a weak periodic force field
collinear to the wave vector q and oscillating like cos�q ·r�.
Experimentally, H�q� can be determined as a function of q
through combining a static with a dynamic scattering experi-
ment by proceeding as follows: The static structure factor,
S�q�, is measured by a static scattering experiment. In addi-
tion, the so-called short-time collective diffusion function,
D�q�, is determined by x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy
�XPCS� or dynamic laser light scattering �DLS� through a
short-time extrapolation of the electric field autocorrelation
function, g�1��q , t�, according to
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D�q� = −
1

q2 lim
t→0

d

dt
ln g�1��q,t� . �2�

The hydrodynamic function can then be extracted from these
two measurements using the expression

H�q� =
D�q�S�q�

D0
. �3�

Therefore, the determination of H�q� relies on high resolu-
tion data, both for D�q� and S�q�. Recent studies on short-
time diffusion, where H�q�, D�q�, or Ds have been deter-
mined by appropriately selected scattering experiments,
comprise charge-stabilized colloidal spheres,3–8 hard-sphere-
like suspensions,9–11 aqueous solutions of charged globular
proteins,12 solutions of neutral and charged liposomes,13 dis-
persions of soft core-shell particles14 and of soft microgel
spheres,15 and suspensions of polystyrene spheres with
depletion-induced attraction.16

Experimental results17 for the hydrodynamic function of
highly charged colloidal spheres at low volume fractions �
�typically smaller than 0.05� are in excellent agreement with
the theoretical predictions of Nägele2 obtained using a
pairwise-additivity approximation of HIs. In its simplest
form, this theory accounts only for the leading far-field �i.e.,
Rotne-Prager� part of the hydrodynamic pair mobilities
which dominates in very dilute systems kept at low salinity.
For these systems, the probability of two or more spheres
getting closer to each other than, typically, six particle radii
is vanishingly small owing to the strong and long-range elec-
trostatic repulsion. The far-field part of the HIs is pairwise
additive and it includes terms up to O�1/r3� in the inverse
distance expansion. For dilute systems that are dominated by
far-field HIs, Ds is practically equal to D0. In these systems
the maximal value, H�qm�, of H�q� at the wave number qm is
larger than 1. The maximum increases with increasing con-
centration provided that the far-field HI part remains domi-
nant.

The pairwise-additivity approximation necessarily fails
for larger particle densities when many-body HIs come into
play.2 In earlier experimental work,8,13 it had been concluded
that HIs between charged colloidal particles are screened in
the important case of dense �i.e., in the sense of strongly
correlated� charge-stabilized suspensions at low salinity. This
conclusion was based on the observation of experimentally
extracted values of H�q� and Ds that are even smaller than
for a suspension of neutral colloidal hard spheres at the same
concentration. It should be recalled here that for hard
spheres, H�qm� is smaller than 1, and its value decreases
linearly in volume fraction according to18

H�qm� = 1 − 1.35� . �4�

The linear density described by Eq. �4� is valid even up to
the hard-sphere freezing volume fraction of ��0.5.

The interpretation of the strong hydrodynamic hindrance
in terms of hydrodynamic screening has caused a strong con-
troversy since, according to theory, the screening of HIs
should not occur for liquid-state suspensions of mobile
spherical particles.19 Many-body HIs in mobile-sphere sus-
pensions merely enlarge the effective suspension viscosity.

Therefore, on a coarse-grained level with resolved distances
much larger than the typical interparticle distance, only the
prefactor of the leading 1/r part in the HIs is modified. It
should be recalled here that, contrary to nonconfined systems
of mobile spheres, hydrodynamic screening is present for
systems including spatially fixed obstacles like in porous
media.20 In such systems the momentum of flow perturba-
tions is absorbed by fixed obstacles kept in place by external
forces. Screening can also occur in the presence of fixed
macroscopic boundaries such as walls or enclosing pipes.21,22

Furthermore, an algebraic screening of fluid flow perturba-
tions is observed in the electrophoresis of colloidal
polyions.23

The experimental observation made in Refs. 8 and 13 on
the hydrodynamic hindrance of short-time diffusion in low-
salinity charge-stabilized suspension stronger than the hard-
sphere prediction could not be explained by any theoretical
method. The only theoretical method available until very re-
cently that allowed us to predict the H�q� of dense charge-
stabilized suspensions with strong many-body HIs had been
the �zeroth-order� �� method of Beenakker and Mazur.19

This method accounts in an approximate way for many-body
HIs through so-called ring diagrams. It requires S�q� as the
only external input. Originally, the �� method had been ap-
plied to hard-sphere suspensions only. In later work, it was
used additionally to make predictions for charge-stabilized
systems.2,5,8,24 However, the astonishingly small values for
H�q� and Ds extracted in Refs. 8 and 13 could not be repro-
duced using the �� scheme. This observation had been inter-
preted in Ref. 8 as evidence of its failure, since it does not
predict HI screening to be present. In contrast to neutral hard
spheres, no computer simulation results had been available in
the past to explore the apparent failure of the �� scheme for
the important case of de-ionized charge-stabilized suspen-
sions.

In a recent article4 we have shown, in accord with the
theoretical expectation, that there is no hydrodynamic
screening present in low-salinity fluid systems. We have ar-
rived at this result from combining carefully performed
small-angle x-ray scattering �SAXS� and XPCS measure-
ments of S�q�, D�q�, and H�q� for relatively concentrated
suspensions of charge-stabilized fluorinated latex spheres,
with dynamic computer simulations made for a wide range
of electrostatic repulsions. The simulations have been per-
formed using a novel accelerated Stokesian dynamics �ASD�
simulation code for Brownian particles, developed recently
by Banchio and Brady.25 Our simulation results for H�q� are
the only ones available to date for charge-stabilized suspen-
sions with significant many-body HIs. All our experimental
data on H�q� and on the collective diffusion function D�q�
can be quantitatively explained by the ASD simulations, and
additionally by a modified �hybrid� version of the ��
scheme. The modification consists of using the �� scheme
for the q-dependent distinct part of H�q� only, whereas more
accurate simulation results are used to compute the self-
diffusion contribution Ds /D0. In earlier applications of the
�� method to charge-stabilized dispersions, the value of the
self-part had been treated as a mere fitting parameter used to
match the experimental peak height of H�q�.2,5,24 Quite inter-
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estingly, no deviations similar to those reported in Refs. 8
and 13 have been observed between our experimental data
and the ASD and �modified� �� scheme predictions.

In the present article, we extend the brief discussion of
structural and short-time diffusion properties of charge-
stabilized suspensions of very monodisperse fluorinated latex
spheres given in Ref. 4. In Ref. 4 experimental results had
been shown only for a low-salt and high-salt sample at a
single colloid concentration. In order to characterize in more
detail the effect of the strength of the electrostatic repulsion
on the structure and hydrodynamics of charge-stabilized col-
loidal suspensions, an experimental study that covers a
broader range of colloid concentrations from highly ordered
systems to dilute suspensions is required. Such an extended
experimental study is included in the present paper where we
discuss latex suspensions for various colloid concentrations,
considered both in the low-salt and high-salt regimes. We
have performed measurements of the form factor, static
structure factor, diffusion function, hydrodynamic function,
and of the dynamic scattering function using synchrotron
radiation. We show that the experimental data obtained for
S�q�, D�q�, and H�q� are in good agreement with our ��
theory and ASD model calculations for all colloid and salt
concentrations. We also discuss possible reasons for the dis-
crepancy observed between our experimental data on H�q�,
and the ones published previously in Refs. 8 and 13. Upper
and lower boundaries for the peak height of H�q� are dis-
cussed in dependence on colloid and salt concentrations.

The paper is organized as follows: Experimental details
on the colloid system and on the experimental setup are
given in Sec. II. Section III summarizes the theoretical back-
ground and explains the dynamic simulation method. Our
experimental and theoretical results are compared and dis-
cussed in Sec. IV. Finally, our conclusions are presented in
Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Characterization of samples

The fluorinated latex spheres were prepared according to
a standard soap-free emulsion polymerization.26 The hydro-

dynamic radius of the spheres measured by means of dy-
namic light scattering amounts to 80 nm. The radius deter-
mined from the form factor measurement in dilute aqueous
suspensions using SAXS and a homogeneous sphere model
is 78.5 nm, with a size polydispersity smaller than 2%. In
water, the latex spheres are negatively charged since protons
are dissociated from the sulphate and sulfonate acid groups
on their surfaces. The suspension was kept in contact with an
ion exchange resin �Amberlite MB3 monobed resin, Sigma�
for 10 h in order to decrease its ionic strength. After this
treatment, the suspension has crystallized. From this stock
solution, two samples of a total NaCl concentration of
0.5 mM �low-salt �LS� series� and 50 mM �high-salt �HS�
series�, respectively, were prepared by adding a small
amount of concentrated NaCl solution. Both sample series
are labeled in the present work as A, B, and C, in the order of
decreasing colloid concentration. All important parameters of
these samples are given in Table I. The ionic strength of the
LS series was chosen such that even the most concentrated
sample, i.e., LS-A, is in the fluid state. The samples of the LS
series are within the volume fraction range where hydrody-
namic screening had been reported to occur.8,13 In our XPCS
experiments, the samples were filled into quartz capillaries of
a diameter of 1.5 mm and sealed with glue.

B. Experimental setup and methods

The XPCS experiment was performed at the Troika III
of the Troika beamline ID10A at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility �ESRF� Grenoble. A schematic view of the
setup and experimental details have been given elsewhere.27

The synchrotron was running in a 2/3 filling mode with an
average current of about 200 mA. Measurements were per-
formed at 7.990 keV, and at a wavelength of �=1.55 Å.

The coherent beam is provided by a 12 �m pinhole
placed at 25 cm distance from the sample. With this setup
the primary beam intensity was about 109 photons/s at
100 mA. The sample was mounted in an evacuated small-
angle scattering chamber and the scattered photons are
guided through a vacuum flight path to the detector stage,

TABLE I. Parameters used in the ASD, �� theory, and Rogers-Young �RY� integral equation calculations for
the low-salt �LS� and high-salt �HS� series of samples of fluorinated latex spheres. Within each series, three
differently concentrated samples labeled as A, B, and C are studied. The effective colloid charge number, Z, is
determined from ASD and RY fits of S�q� to the experimental peak heights. System temperature: T
=293.15 K corresponding to a Bjerrum length in water of LB=e2 / �ekBT�=0.71 nm �for �=80.1�. Moreover, Cw

is the weight concentration of colloids and Cs denotes the amount of added NaCl. The particle radius used in the
calculation is a=82.5 nm. This value can be considered as an effective core-shell radius �cf. Sec. IV A�. From
dynamic light scattering on diluted samples, the single-sphere diffusion coefficient is determined as D0=2.69
�10−8 cm2/s. The screening parameter, �, is calculated according to Eq. �6�. The volume fractions � have been
obtained from matching the wave-number location of the theoretical structure factor peak to the experimental
one. The structure factor of the high-salt samples is practically equal to that of neutral hard spheres. Therefore,
no values of Z are given for these systems.

Sample Cs �mM� Cw �g/l� � ZRMSA ZRY-ASD �a Hexpt�qm� Ds /D0 �ASD�

LS-A 0.5 200 0.123 1600 1400 6.84 0.89 0.83
LS-B 0.5 97 0.0597 1800 1900 6.48 0.93 0.92
LS-C 0.5 75 0.0462 1600 1800 6.37 0.96 0.94
HS-A 50 231 0.142 ¯ ¯ 65.3 0.82 0.74
HS-B 50 95 0.0585 ¯ ¯ 65.3 0.88 0.89
HS-C 50 50 0.0308 ¯ ¯ 61.4 0.96 0.94
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resulting in a sample-to-detector distance of 3.33 m. The
x-ray photons have been detected by a Bicron scintillation
counter equipped with an adjustable pair of slits of 150
�150 �m2. Correlation functions were calculated in real
time via an ALV-5000 digital correlator.

Our SAXS measurements have been performed using
the same experimental setup, but for part of the runs a larger
pinhole defining the incident beam has been used.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. One-component model system

In calculating static and dynamic properties of charge-
stabilized colloidal spheres, we need to model the interaction
potential, and to specify the properties of the embedding sol-
vent. All our calculations are based on the standard one-
component macroion fluid �OMF� model. In this continuum
model, the colloids are described as uniformly charged hard
spheres, interacting by the effective Derjaguin-Landau-
Verwey-Overbeek �DLVO�-like pair potential28,29

u�r�
kBT

= LBZ2� e�a

1 + �a
�2e−�r

r
, r 	 2a . �5�

For the strongly charged polystyrene spheres studied in this
work, Z must be interpreted as an effective colloid charge
number that accounts, to some extent, for nonlinear screen-
ing effects. Furthermore, a is the hard-core radius of a col-
loidal sphere and LB=e2 / ��kBT� is the Bjerrum length for a
suspending fluid of dielectric constant �. For water at room
temperature, LB=0.71 nm. The solvent is thus described as a
structureless continuum, characterized solely by � and the
shear viscosity 
0. The latex suspensions in the present study
are closed systems with no contact to an electrolyte reservoir
�i.e., no Donnan equilibrium here�. The electrostatic screen-
ing parameter � for a closed system is given by

�2 =
4�LB�n�Z� + 2ns�

1 − �
= �ci

2 + �s
2. �6�

Here, n is the colloid number density, ns is the number den-
sity of added 1-1 electrolyte, and �= �4� /3�na3 is the colloid
volume fraction. As noticed in Eq. �6�, �2 consists of a con-
tribution, �ci

2 , due to counterions that are assumed here to be
monovalent, and another contribution, �s

2, arising from added
1-1 electrolyte �e.g., NaCl�.

The factor 1 / �1−�� corrects for the free volume acces-
sible to the screening microions, owing to the presence of
colloidal spheres. It is of relevance for very dense suspen-
sions only. Equation �6� has been derived, e.g., from a
Poisson-Boltzmann spherical cell model calculation where
the electrostatic potential has been linearized around its
mean value.30,31 We are not concerned here with the ongoing
discussion on how the effective charge in Eq. �5� is related to
the bare charge, in particular, when nondilute suspensions of
non-crystalline-like structure are considered, as in the present
work. We rather use Z as an adjustable parameter, selected by
matching the peak height of the calculated static structure
factor to the experimental one.

B. Static properties

The static structure factor, S�q�, can be determined from
SAXS experiments, and from knowledge of the colloid par-
ticle form factor. To calculate S�q� based on the OMF pair
potential, we have solved numerically the Ornstein-Zernike
integral equation using the well-established Rogers-Young
�RY� and rescaled mean-spherical approximation �RMSA�
closure relations.32–34 The RY scheme is known for its excel-
lent structure factor predictions within the OMF model. The
RMSA results for S�q� are in most cases nearly identical to
the RY ones, provided a somewhat different value of Z is
used. For systems of strongly correlated particles ZRMSA is
typically larger than ZRY but the opposite ordering may be
found for sufficiently weak interparticle correlations.12

RMSA calculations of S�q�, in particular, are computation-
ally very fast. Therefore, the RMSA is still in use as a con-
venient tool when extensive structure factor scans are re-
quired over a wide range of interaction parameters.

C. Theory and computer simulation of dynamic
properties

The dynamic structure factor of spherical particles,
S�q , t�, can be determined using XPCS. It is defined by the
equilibrium ensemble average

S�q,t� =	 1

N



j,k=1

N

exp�iq · �R j�0� − Rk�t��� . �7�

Here, q is the scattering vector, N is the number of colloids
in the scattering volume, and R j�t� is a vector pointing to the
center of the jth colloidal sphere taken at time t.

At short correlation times1,2,28

S�q,t�
S�q�

= exp�− q2D�q�t� , �8�

where D�q� is the short-time diffusion function defined in
Eq. �2�. The hydrodynamic function can be inferred, using
Eq. �3�, from a short-time XPCS experiment combined with
a SAXS measurement of S�q�=S�q , t=0�.

The volume fractions of most of our samples are so large
that in theoretical calculations of H�q� and S�q , t� one needs
to account for three-body and higher-order HI contributions.
To compute H�q� on the basis of the OMF model, we have
used the zeroth-order version of the �� expansion theory
developed by Beenakker and Mazur.19 As noted in the Intro-
duction, this method requires the static structure factor as
input. The latter is calculated in our study using the RY and
RMSA integral equation schemes. In �� theory the actual
charged sphere S�q� enters only into the wave-number-
dependent distinct part, Hd�q�, of H�q�. The constant self-
part, Ds /D0, in Eq. �1� is approximated more roughly using
the value for neutral hard spheres at the same volume frac-
tion independent of the actual values of the sphere charge
and the screening parameter.19 Yet, through an extensive
comparison between simulation, experiments, and �� theory
predictions, we have found that the relative amplitudes and
the phases of the wave-number undulations in H�q�, as em-
bodied in Hd�q�, are quite well captured by the �� theory.4,12
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This finding allows us to improve the �� scheme through
substituting the ��-Ds by an accurate simulation prediction.
This substitution procedure is computationally less expen-
sive than a full simulation of H�q�. Application of the hybrid
��-ASD scheme amounts practically to an upward shift of
the bare ��-H�q� by a small to moderately large amount,
owing to the fact that the charged-sphere short-time self-
diffusion coefficient is larger than the hard-sphere value for
the same density.2,4,7 Even when the �� scheme is used with-
out any simulation correction for Ds, it is usually sufficient to
predict, on a semiquantitative level, general trends in the
behavior of H�q� and D�q�.

Our simulation calculations of D�q�, H�q�, and of S�q , t�
for charge-stabilized spheres interacting by the OMF pair
potential are based on an accelerated ASD simulation code
for Brownian spheres developed by Banchio and Brady.25

This code enables us to simulate a larger number of Brown-
ian spheres, typically up to 1000, which leads to an improved
statistics. The essentials of this simulation method are ex-
plained in Ref. 25. To speed up the computations of H�q�,
which as a short-time property requires for its computation to
perform a static equilibrium average only, we have generated
a set of equilibrium configurations of spheres using a Monte
Carlo simulation code for charged spheres, and a molecular
dynamics simulation code for neutral hard spheres.35 The
many-body HIs have been computed using the ASD scheme.
To correct for finite-size effects arising from periodic bound-
ary conditions, ASD simulations of H�q� and S�q , t� have
been repeated for each system using an ascending number,
N=125, 343, and 860, of spheres in the basic simulation box.
From this sequence of simulations, an extrapolation to the
thermodynamic limiting form of H�q� is made on employing
the finite-size scaling formula,

H�q� = HN�q� + 1.76S�q�

0


����
��/N�1/3. �9�

This expression was initially proposed for hard spheres by
Ladd et al.36 The finite-size scaling form used to obtain the
H�q� of a macroscopic system requires thus, in addition to
HN�q�, to compute the high-frequency-limiting shear viscos-
ity, 
�, of a weakly sheared suspension in the limit of zero
Peclet number. The simulation data obtained for the various
N collapse neatly on a single master curve once Eq. �9� has
been used. The resulting master curve is identified with the
finite-size corrected form of H�q�.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As noted in the Introduction, the purpose of this article is
to explore the interplay of electrosteric and hydrodynamic
forces in their influence on the short-time translational diffu-
sion properties of charge-stabilized colloidal spheres. In the
following we discuss our experimental findings for the LS
and HS sample series, and compare them to ASD simulation
results and theoretical work. The simulation and theory re-
sults have been obtained using the one-component macro-
fluid model described in Sec. III A, for the system param-
eters summarized in Table I. We first discuss static properties

since these are basic to the dynamic calculations. In the sec-
ond part of this section short-time dynamic properties are
studied.

A. Form and static structure factors

Figure 1 shows SAXS data of the scaled mean scattered
photon intensity I�q�= P�q�S�q�, obtained for the most con-
centrated sample LS-A. These data reduce to the bare form
factor, P�q�, at wave numbers q	0.08 nm−1. We have used a
concentrated sample to gain an improved signal-to-noise ra-
tio. The well-pronounced multiple oscillations in I�q� at
larger q are indicative of a low-polydispersity sample. The
solid line is a form factor fit assuming homogeneous spheres
of Gaussian size distribution. As can be seen, a good fit of
the SAXS data is achieved for a mean static radius of a
=78.5 nm, and a relative standard deviation in the size dis-
tribution of 2%. The deviations of the SAXS I�q� from the
model P�q� at small q are due to non-negligible electrosteric
particle interactions that give rise to low-q values of S�q�
smaller than 1. However, in all theory and computer simula-
tion calculations discussed in this paper, a common hard-
sphere radius a=82.5 nm has been used �cf. Table I�. This
value can be regarded as an effective hard-sphere radius, and
it allows for a consistent description of all our static and
dynamic experimental data. We argue that a possible reason
for this difference in the particle radius is due to the fact that
our polymeric colloidal particles might not be perfect homo-
geneous hard spheres, but rather hairy spheres with charged
polymer chains sticking out of the collapsed polymer core,
which has a higher electron density difference. Therefore we
also tried to fit the SAXS data for I�q� with a form factor
model describing core-shell particles with core radius of
78.0 nm and outer radius of 84.1 nm, with a polydispersity
in the core radius of 2%, and an inner-to-outer shell scatter-
ing strength ratio of 27.4. This fit describes the I�q� curves
equally well as the fit for homogeneous hard sphere shown in
Fig. 1. Thus, the radius of 82.5 nm used in the analysis can

FIG. 1. Scaled mean measured intensity, I�q�, of sample LS-A �symbols�
obtained using SAXS. The solid line represents the size-averaged form fac-
tor, P�q�, for a Gaussian-distributed collection of homogeneous spheres with
a mean radius of 78.5 nm and a relative standard deviation in the size
distribution of 2%.
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be considered as an effective hard-sphere radius of our core-
shell particles.

Experimental and theoretical results for the static struc-
ture factor, S�q�= I�q� / P�q�, of the low-salt and high-salt
samples are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

Our SAXS data for the low-salt series of samples LS-A,
LS-B, and LS-C �with decreasing colloid concentration from
LS-A to LS-C� are well captured by the RY structure factors
�solid lines�, using values of the effective charge Z as listed
in Table I. Note that the effective particle charge is essen-
tially the only adjustable parameter. It is obtained from
matching the height of the principal peak of the RY-S�q� to
the experimental one. In Figs. 2 and 3 only the RY-calculated
S�q� have been included, since these are practically coinci-
dent with the ASD simulation data on S�q�, for exactly the
same system parameters. In addition, the RMSA-calculated

structure factors become nearly identical to the RY ones,
provided somewhat different values of Z are used. These
RMSA-fit values for Z are included in Table I.

The structure factors of the LS samples are typical for
charge-stabilized suspensions: the peak height, S�qm�, at
wave number qm increases with increasing concentration.
The peak location qm moves out to larger values of q when
the particle concentration is increased, owing to the reduced
mean interparticle distance. Likewise, the value of S�q� at
small q becomes smaller at higher volume fractions owing to
a smaller osmotic compressibility. It is interesting to com-
pare the structure factors of charge-stabilized spheres to
those of neutral hard spheres of the same size and volume
fraction �see Fig. 2�. The corresponding hard-sphere S�q� has
a significantly flatter q dependence, since the structuring in-
fluence of the electrostatic repulsion is missing, and the peak
position qm is located at a larger value of q. In the range of
volume fractions and wave numbers spanned by the LS and
HS samples, the Percus-Yevick �PY� hard-sphere structure
factors depicted in Fig. 2 are practically coincident with the
corresponding RY and ASD results for neutral hard spheres.

The electrostatic screening length, �−1, of the high-salt
samples HS-A–HS-C is so small as compared to the sphere
radius �cf. Table I� that their static structure factors are prac-
tically equal to those of neutral spheres. Therefore, hardly
any changes in S�q� are observed when Z is varied over a
broad range of values. The static structure factor fits of the
HS series are, within the experimental noise level, of similar
good quality as those of the LS samples. The high-salt
samples are less ordered than their LS counterparts, as noti-
fied, e.g., by a shallower and broader maximum in S�q�.

The integral equation results for S�q� displayed in Figs.
2 and 3 are used as input to the �� theory calculations of
H�q�. Our results for H�q� will be discussed in Secs.
IV C–IV E.

B. XPCS dynamic scattering function evaluation

In Fig. 4, the XPCS normalized electric field autocorre-
lation function, g�1��q , t�, of the low-salt sample LS-A is plot-
ted as a function of reduced time D0q2t. Three wave numbers
located below, at, and above the peak position, qm, of S�q�,
respectively, are considered. The following features can be
noticed: The decay of the autocorrelation function at qm is
the slowest one, consistent with the minimum of D�q� at the
peak position of S�q�. Furthermore, the decay of g�1��qm , t�
appears to be single exponential over the whole time window
displayed in Fig. 4. In contrast to this observation, deviations
from a single-exponential decay are clearly observed at
longer times for wave numbers located below and above qm.
The nonexponential decay at longer times can be attributed
to the influence of electrosteric and hydrodynamic interac-
tion forces acting between neighboring particles that slow
down the collective diffusion process relative to the fast
short-time decay. The linear short-time window for
ln g�1��q , t� as a function of correlation time is broad enough
at all three wave numbers so that D�q� can be determined to
good accuracy. The electric field autocorrelation functions
shown in Fig. 4 have been obtained from the measurements

FIG. 2. SAXS static structure factor, S�q�, of low-salt samples LS-A ���,
LS-B ���, and LS-C ���. The colloid concentration decreases from LS-A to
LS-C �cf. Table I�. The concentration of added NaCl is 0.5 mM. The solid
lines are the corresponding RY fits. The dashed lines are PY calculations of
S�q�, for neutral hard spheres at the same volume fractions as in the corre-
sponding LS cases.

FIG. 3. SAXS static structure factor of high-salt colloidal suspensions HS-A
���, HS-B ���, and HS-C ��� for 50 mM of added NaCl. The solid lines
are the corresponding RMSA/RY fits. The PY structure factor curves calcu-
lated for genuine hard spheres of the same volume fractions are practically
coincident with the solid lines.
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of the x-ray intensity time autocorrelation function using the
standard Siegert relation of Gaussian-distributed random
variables.

C. Hydrodynamic function: Simulation and theory

Before we start to discuss our experimental data for D�q�
and H�q�, we first compare the �� theory predictions for the
hydrodynamic function of low-salt samples A, B, and C to
the corresponding ASD simulation results. Such a compari-
son is made in Fig. 5. We recall that the �� H�q� shown in
this figure have been calculated using the RY static structure
factors in Fig. 3. While the wave-number variations in the
simulated H�q� are well captured by the �� theory, the ASD
H�q� is overall underestimated. As it was explained in Sec.
III B this deviation occurs since the self-part, Ds, of the H�q�

of charged spheres is approximated in the �� theory by the
value for hard spheres at the same concentration, irrespective
of particle charge and ionic strength. The RY structure factor
of charge-stabilized particles enters in the �� theory only
through the distinct part, Hd�q�, of H�q�. The short-time self-
diffusion coefficient of neutral hard spheres depends only on
�. Up to ��0.3 it is well described by the second-order
virial form DS /D0=1−1.832�−0.219�2.37 For volume frac-
tions larger than 0.3, this second-order expression becomes
less accurate.34 The accuracy of the �� theory is improved
when it is combined with more accurate ASD simulation data
for the self-part, Ds �cf. Table I� of charged spheres. Since Ds

is larger for charged particles than for neutral ones,2,7 this
correction amounts to an upward shift of the �� H�q� by an
amount which is larger for higher particle concentration. The
good overall agreement achieved by this hybrid �� theory
method with the more elaborate ASD simulations is nicely
illustrated in Fig. 5.

The ASD-H�q� included in Fig. 5 have been obtained
using the finite-size correction formula given in Eq. �9�. This
system-size scaling procedure has been initially used for hard
spheres only. We have verified that this procedure works well
also in the case of charged particles, by considering simula-
tion runs made using an increasing number N=125–860 of
particles per basic simulation box. For sample LS-A, this
finite-size scaling prescription is illustrated in Fig. 6. As can
be seen the scaling procedure leads to a H�q� practically
independent of N.

D. Short-time diffusion: Comparison with experiment

In the following we discuss our experimental results for
D�q� and H�q� in comparison to simulation and theory. The
XPCS data for D�q� have been determined, on employing
Eq. �2�, using a standard cumulant analysis of g�1��q , t� and
an extrapolation to the short-time limit. The electric field
autocorrelation function, in turn, was obtained from the mea-
sured intensity autocorrelation function using the Siegert re-
lation. The values for D�q� deduced from such an analysis

FIG. 4. Semilogarithmic plot of the XPCS normalized electric field autocor-
relation function of low-salt sample A vs reduced time for three values of the
scattering wave number as indicated. The solid lines are fits to the short-time
initial slope of ln g�1��q , t�. From this slope the short-time diffusion function
D�q� is inferred.

FIG. 5. Hydrodynamic function H�q� of low-salt samples LS-A, LS-B, and
LS-C. Comparison between finite-size corrected ASD simulation data �black
filled circles�, �� theory results with RY input for S�q� �solid lines�, and
hybrid �� theory calculations �dashed lines� where the self-part, Ds of H�q�
is computed using ASD. The curves of samples LS-A and LS-C are verti-
cally shifted relative to those of sample LS-B by ±0.2 to improve visibility.

FIG. 6. Finite-size corrected ASD simulation results for the hydrodynamic
function of the low-salt system LS-A, obtained for numbers, N, of spheres in
the basic simulation box as indicated. On using the scaling form in Eq. �9�,
all simulation data neatly collapse on a master curve.
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depend for low-salt systems sensitively on the employed
time window. Selecting a too large time window may lead to
values for D�q� that are smaller than the true short-time val-
ues, since contributions to the decay of the dynamic structure
factor, S�q , t�=g�1��q , t� /g�1��q ,0�, can be picked up which
describe sublinear diffusion that occurs at longer times. In
our analysis of the scattering data, we have accumulated suf-
ficient statistics to determine D�q� to good precision from the
genuine first cumulant of the dynamic scattering function.
All systems considered in this work are in a homogeneous
and isotropic fluid state, with no indications whatsoever in
the dynamic scattering function for an onset of crystalliza-
tion, or for nonergodic dynamic arrest that occurs in gels or
glasses. The structure factor peak heights of all samples are
smaller than two �cf. Figs. 2 and 3�.

The XPCS data for the dimensionless diffusion function,
D�q� /D0, of the low-salt and high-salt samples A, B, and C
are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The free-particle
diffusion coefficient D0 has been determined using dynamic
light scattering performed on very dilute colloidal suspen-
sions with a large amount of salt added to screen out elec-
trostatic interactions. In this way the value for D0 has been
determined to 2.69�10−8 cm2/s. The experimental data
�symbols� are compared in these figures to �� theory predic-
tions �solid lines�, and to ASD simulations �dashed lines�.
ASD results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the most concen-
trated samples LS-A and HS-A only. Moreover, hybrid-��
results for H�q� are not included since these are nearly coin-
cident with the ASD data �cf. Fig. 5�. Within the experimen-
tal errors both the �� theory and ASD simulations results for
D�q� are in good accord with the experimental data.

Experimental, simulation, and �� theory results for the
hydrodynamic function, H�q�, of the low-salt and high-salt
series are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The experimental data for
H�q� have been determined by multiplying the XPCS D�q�,
in accord with Eq. �3�, by the integral equation static struc-

ture factors shown in Figs. 2 and 3. It is evident from Figs. 7
and 9 that the ASD predictions for the D�q� and H�q� of hard
spheres are clearly different from those of the low-salt series.
In particular, the maximum in H�q� of the low-salt samples is

FIG. 7. XPCS data for the dimensionless diffusion function, D�q� /D0, vs
wave number q for the low-salt samples LS-A ���, LS-B ���, and LS-C
���. The NaCl concentration is fixed to 0.5 mM. The solid lines are the ��
theory predictions with RY input for S�q�. The dashed line is the ASD
prediction for LS-A. The dashed-dotted curve is the ASD prediction for
neutral hard spheres of the same concentration as sample LS-A �all volume
fractions are listed in Table I�.

FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 7 but for the high-salt samples HS-A ���, HS-B
���, and HS-C ���, with NaCl concentration fixed to 50 mM �see Table I�.
The diffusion functions of the HS-series systems are practically equal to
those of neutral hard spheres at the same volume fractions. Dashed line:
ASD prediction for the most concentrated sample HS-A.

FIG. 9. Large symbols: experimentally determined hydrodynamic function
H�q� of low-salt samples LS-A ���, LS-B ���, and LS-C ���. The meaning
of the symbols and the system parameters are the same as in Fig. 7. �–� lines:
�� theory results with RY input. ����,����: ASD simulations. �---�:
hybrid ASD−��. �-·-·�: ASD result for hard spheres at the volume fraction
of sample LS-A.
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consistently larger than that of equal-concentration hard-
sphere suspensions and the peak position is located at a
smaller wave number. This observation reflects the smaller
likelihood of finding two or more charged particles at close
distances. It should be noticed that the low-salt samples con-
sidered here have volume fractions in the range where hy-
drodynamic screening had been postulated to occur.8,13 Con-
trary to very dilute suspensions of strongly charged particles
at low salinities where the peak height, H�qm�, of H�q� is
larger than 1 and increases with concentration, the H�qm� of
the low-salt series at higher concentrations is smaller than 1.
Moreover, the peak height decreases with increasing volume
fraction. Indeed, ASD simulations of very dense charge-
stabilized suspensions predict values of H�qm� that are
smaller than 1, and decrease with increasing concentration
similar to hard spheres.12 But even in the case of dense
charge-stabilized systems H�qm� is consistently larger than
the peak height of neutral spheres, and the peak position is
found at smaller wave numbers. This generic behavior is
observed in all our simulation and theory calculations.

As we have noted before, the electrostatic screening
length of the high-salt samples is small enough ��−1

0.01a� that D�q� and H�q� are practically equal to the
equal-density hard-sphere functions. In fact, the peak height
of the experimental H�q� of the high-salt series agrees with
the linear form given in Eq. �4�.

E. Boundaries on the peak height of H„q…

We proceed now with a general discussion of the density
and ionic strength dependence of H�qm� for charge-stabilized
spheres interacting by the screened Coulomb potential de-
fined in Eq. �5�. Two limiting cases are particularly interest-
ing: neutral hard spheres �infinite salt limit�, and de-ionized
charge-stabilized systems with all excess ions removed. Re-
sults for H�qm� vs � that are representative for charge-
stabilized suspensions and suspensions of hard spheres are
displayed in Fig. 11.

The solid line describes the linear density dependence of

the hard-sphere H�qm� according to Eq. �4�, plotted on a
semilogarithmic scale. Results for H�qm� of colloidal hard
spheres obtained from ASD simulations,35 dynamic and
static light scattering �Segre et al.38�, and from low-density
calculations with full two-body HIs included18 are seen to be
in perfect agreement with this linear law. In addition, the
experimental values for H�qm� of the high-salt samples
HS-A, B, and C are practically located on the hard-sphere
curve. The peak values of the low-salt samples are only a
little bit larger than the corresponding hard-sphere values
owing to the fact that significant electrostatic screening oc-
curs already for 0.5 mM of added salt. However, we recall
that the location of the LS-series peaks of H�q� and S�q� are
strongly different from those of hard spheres. According to
Fig. 11, the values of H�qm� for charged spheres are bounded
from below by the hard-sphere curve. An upper boundary is
provided by the peak values of totally de-ionized systems. In
this limiting case, however no unique boundary curve that
applies simultaneously to all de-ionized suspensions exist.
For dilute de-ionized systems where two-body HIs prevails,
it was found from numerical calculations18 that H�qm� grows
sublinearly in concentration according to18,34

H�qm� = 1 + p�0.4. �10�

The coefficient p	0 is moderately dependent on Z and �a.
The exponent 0.4, however, is independent of these interac-
tion parameters as long as the physical hard core of the
spheres remains totally masked by the electrostatic repulsion.
One can attribute the value 0.4�1/3 for the exponent to the
fact that in dilute de-ionized systems the location, rm

=2� /qm, of the next-neighbor peak of the pair distribution
function scales like n−1/3, where n is the number density of

FIG. 10. Hydrodynamic function of high-salt samples HS-A ���, HS-B ���,
and HS-C ���. The symbols and system parameters are the same as in Fig.
8. �–�: �� theory predictions. �---�: ASD simulation result for the most con-
centrated sample HS-A.

FIG. 11. Maximum of H�q� as a function of colloid volume fraction �. �---�:
de-ionized suspensions �with experimental data of Härtl et al. �Ref. 17� ���
overlayed�. �–�: hard spheres. Further included are our experimental data for
0.5 mM ��� and 50 mM ��� of added NaCl. ���: ASD data for a salt-free
system; ���: ASD data for a system at fixed colloid concentration with 1-1
electrolyte added �the amount increases from top to bottom�. System param-
eters used in the simulations: Bjerrum length LB=5.62 nm, sphere radius
a=100 nm, and effective charge Z=100 �assumed fixed�. Additionally dis-
played are dynamic light scattering data of Segre et al. �Ref. 38� ���, low-
density calculation results with full two-body HIs included �Ref. 18� ���,
and ASD results �Ref. 35� ��� for colloidal hard spheres.
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particles.18 The parameter p, on the other hand, depends on
the details of the shape of the radial particle distribution
function which is the reason for its nonuniversal behavior.
For more strongly structured suspensions characterized by
larger peak heights in S�q�, larger values of p are observed.
In particular, p increases with increasing Z for fixed particle
radius �see Fig. 12�a��. Figure 11 shows the sublinear low-
density form in Eq. �10� for p=1.5 and 0.7, respectively. We
have assumed here that the effective particle charge is inde-
pendent of concentration. The upper curve describes quanti-
tatively the peak height of low-density aqueous suspensions
of highly charged colloidal spheres that have been investi-
gated experimentally by Härtl et al.17 The lower curve, with
p=0.7, describes charged spheres of radius a=100 nm and
effective charge number Z=100, immersed in a low-
dielectric solvent of Bjerrum length 5.6 nm. This value for
the effective charge was selected to describe a system that
remains in the liquid state, even when de-ionized, up to a
volume fraction of 0.15. As seen, the ASD simulations of

H�qm� for this system are in agreement with the low-density
form in Eq. �10� until three-body and higher-order hydrody-
namic interaction effects come into play at larger concentra-
tion, which cause an enlarged hydrodynamic hindrance in the
relative motion of neighboring spheres. As a consequence,
H�qm� decreases then when � is further increased. When
electrolyte is added at fixed concentration �here, at �=0.15�,
H�qm� decreases monotonically towards the limiting hard-
sphere curve �see open circles in Fig. 11�. Both our simula-
tions and �� theory predict that the values of H�qm� for any
system with added salt are located in between the zero-salt
and hard-sphere curves.

At this place, it is appropriate to summarize the general
behavior of the H�q� of fluid charge-stabilized systems,
namely, that values for H�qm� smaller than 1 which may
increase or decrease with concentration can be attributed to
�many-body� HIs effects without any need to postulate hy-
drodynamic screening. From our calculations and experi-
ments, two generic ordering relations between charged-
sphere �CS� systems and hard-sphere �HdS� systems are
shown to be valid, namely,

HCS�qm,�� 	 HHdS�qm,�� and Ds
CS��� 	 Ds

HdS��� .

�11�

We have never observed, in contrast to the findings in Refs.
8 and 13, that the peak in the H�q� of charge-stabilized par-
ticles and the values of the associated short-time self-
diffusion coefficient are smaller than those of equal-density
hard-sphere systems. Finally, we note that a reverse ordering
relation, namely, HCS�q→0�HHdS�q→0�, applies to the
long-wavelength limiting form of H�q�.2,35,39 This reversed
ordering relation in H�q� near q=0 reflects the experimen-
tally confirmed observation that charged particles sediment
more slowly than uncharged ones �see, e.g., Ref. 40, for
more details�. The results on H�q� included in Fig. 9 for
sample LS-A exemplify this small-q ordering relation �com-
pare therein the solid and dashed-dotted lines�.

F. Discussion of earlier experiments: Does HIs
screening occur?

To comprehend the discussion on the controversy in the
literature about the presence or absence of HIs screening in
low-salt charge-stabilized systems, it is instructive to explore
in some detail the concentration dependence of H�qm� as
predicted by the �� theory. Curves for H�qm� vs � are shown
in Fig. 12�a�. These curves are representative for de-ionized
suspensions of particles with a=50 nm, similar to those stud-
ied in Ref. 8. It has been assumed in Fig. 12 that the effective
charge is concentration independent.

As it is clearly seen, the curves for H�qm� are nonmono-
tonic in � at higher particle charges. At small volume frac-
tions, H�qm� is larger than the zero-density value of 1. After
passing through a maximum value larger than 1, H�qm� sets
in to decrease when � is further increased. In contrast to this,
the H�qm� of more weakly charged particles decreases mono-
tonically below the zero-density value of 1, similar to hard-
sphere suspensions. While the curves in Fig. 12�a� are based
on the approximate �� theory with approximate RMSA in-

FIG. 12. �a� Concentration dependence of H�qm� for an aqueous charge-
stabilized suspension of effective particle charges as indicated. The results
shown have been obtained using �� theory with RMSA input. Dashed line:
hard-sphere Eq. �4�. Solid line: �� theory prediction for hard spheres �see
text�. �b� Corresponding peak height, S�qm�, of the RMSA static structure
factor. The system parameters are a=50 nm and Cs=10−7M �self-
dissociation of water�.
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puts for S�q�, all the qualitative features in H�qm� displayed
in Fig. 12�a� are fully confirmed by our ASD simulations.
The peak height of hard spheres is somewhat underestimated
in the �� theory �for �0.35�, as can be noticed from Fig.
12�a�. The system with Z=10 is practically hard-sphere-like
�see Fig. 12�b�� which explains why the �� theory data for
H�qm� are located a little below the hard-sphere curve given
in Eq. �4�. To be explicit we note that the �� theory predic-
tions for hard spheres with Percus-Yevick input of S�q� are
well parametrized by the quadratic form H�qm�=1−2.03�
+1.94�2 for values of � up to 0.5.

Peak heights in H�q� smaller than 1 that decrease with
increasing volume fraction have been found experimentally
in de-ionized suspensions in Refs. 41 and 42. In one of these
papers41 this behavior was erroneously interpreted to be in
contradiction to the expected one, i.e., to an H�qm� that
should increase with volume fraction as observed for the
more dilute samples studied in Refs. 43 and 44. In light of
our discussion of Fig. 12, however, it can be realized that this
conflict is only apparent: Whether H�qm� increases or de-
creases with concentration, and whether values larger or
smaller than 1 are observed, depend crucially on the concen-
tration range and on the particle interaction parameters. Fig-
ure 12�b� includes the RMSA calculations for the peak
height, S�qm�, of the static structure factor. It can be used to
estimate roughly when the suspensions set in to freeze, as
indicated by peak values in between 2.8 and 3.1 �Hansen-
Verlet empirical freezing rule�. For colloidal hard spheres,
S�qm� is well parametrized for �0.5 by the expression34

S�qm� = 1 + 0.664�
1 − 0.5�

�1 − ��3 . �12�

The curve for the hard-sphere S�qm� is depicted in Fig. 12�b�.
Riese et al.8 have argued that in de-ionized suspensions

which are sufficiently concentrated, hydrodynamic screening
of flow perturbations should be present as indicated by val-
ues of H�qm� smaller than the equal-density hard-sphere val-
ues. However, the experimental data for H�q� presented in
Ref. 8 are not self-consistent: the positions, qm, of the peaks
in S�q� and in D0 /D�q� as shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 8, as well
as the peak positions and the magnitudes both of the experi-
mental and calculated curves for H�q� depicted in Fig. 3 of
Ref. 8 are not consistent with the particle radius and the
system volume fraction provided by the authors. Moreover,
the H�q� shown in their Fig. 3 seems to be nonphysical, since
the peak position of H�q�, which is equal to the peak position
of S�q�, is located practically at the same wave number both
for the de-ionized and for the equal-density hard-sphere sys-
tem �system with �=0.089�. This behavior is in conflict with
other experimental, theoretical, and simulation work on low-
salt suspensions. What should be expected instead is that the
peak position of the equal-density S�q� and H�q� of hard
spheres is located at larger values of q relative to those of the
de-ionized system. A quantitative comparison of short-time
diffusion results presented in Ref. 8 with our experimental
data and with theoretical model calculations is not possible
since, aside from the inconsistency in the peak position noted
above, important system parameters are not provided in the
paper, namely, the effective colloid charge, dielectric con-

stant and the viscosity of the water/glycerol mixture �the
latter two quantities depend significantly on temperature�,
the system temperature, and the value of D0. Thus, the claim
made in Ref. 8 that HIs screening should be present in de-
ionized fluid suspensions of charged colloids and that, as a
consequence, �� theory badly fails for these systems cannot
be substantiated. It is not supported by other experimental
data on D�q� and H�q�. In fact, it conflicts to most other
published data, and to the new results presented in this work.

In another publication, Haro-Perez et al.13 discussed
backscattering dynamic light scattering measurements on
charged liposomes. By probing the suspension dynamics at
values of q larger than the peak position of the static struc-
ture factor, these authors were able to estimate approximately
the value of the short-time diffusion coefficient, Ds, for vari-
ous liposome volume fractions. For the experiments per-
formed at larger volume fractions, where the peak position in
S�q� is located on the right side of the experimentally se-
lected q value, the experimental findings were interpreted on
the basis of low-density theoretical calculations of H�q� us-
ing a RMSA input for S�q�, and compared to a second-order
virial prediction for the hard-sphere value of Ds. From this
analysis, the authors in Ref. 13 have extracted estimates for
Ds that are smaller than the equal-density hard-sphere values.
With reference to the work in Ref. 8, it was concluded in
Ref. 13 that effective screening of HIs should be operative
for low-salt liposome solutions. A problematic point of the
work in Ref. 13 is the way the volume fraction is calibrated:
the peak position of the scattered light intensity, I�q�, was
used to calculate the number concentration from the Bragg
condition. The error in � induced through such a procedure
can be as large as 20%. Since � is a crucial parameter in this
kind of analysis, the conclusions made in Ref. 13 regarding
hydrodynamic screening are not decisive.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have described XPCS and SAXS measurements of
the dynamic and static structure factors of charge-stabilized
suspensions of fluorinated latex spheres at various concentra-
tions and ionic strengths. Our experimental findings for the
short-time diffusion properties embodied in D�q� and H�q�
are in good agreement with �modified� �� theory calcula-
tions, and with accelerated Stokesian Dynamics simulation
results, for all system parameters considered. The character-
istics in the H�q� for dense charge-stabilized suspensions are
explainable by the effect of many-body HIs without any re-
quirement to postulate hydrodynamic screening. These char-
acteristics comprise, in particular, peak heights in H�q� that
can be smaller than 1 and, for de-ionized and dense systems,
values of H�qm� that become smaller with increasing colloid
concentration. As a generic short-time feature, our results
show that the short-time self-diffusion coefficient and the
peak height, H�qm�, of charge-stabilized spheres are invari-
ably larger than their corresponding hard-sphere values, pro-
vided the electrostatic screening length is nonzero. For fixed
colloid concentration, both Ds and H�qm� increase with de-
creasing salt content. Their largest values are attained in the
limit of zero added salt. Several experimental and theoretical
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problems have been discussed with regard to the work in
Refs. 8 and 13 that may be at the origin of the postulation of
hydrodynamic screening. These problems must be overcome
to obtain reliable data for H�q� and Ds.

The present work has been focused on short-time diffu-
sion properties. In the future, we shall study the long-time
decay of S�q , t� in charge-stabilized systems and the behavior
of the associated long-time diffusion coefficients using both
dynamic light scattering and XPCS. With regard to theory
and simulation, we plan to investigate the long-time behavior
of the dynamic structure factor using ASD simulations and
mode coupling theory calculations. It will be interesting to
explore whether the dynamic factorization behavior of the
rate of change of S�q , t�, observed experimentally for hard
spheres by Segre and Pusey,11 holds true also for charge-
stabilized particles. As a matter of fact, the question whether
dynamic factorization is a generic feature even for hard-
sphere-like systems alone is not answered to data �see Ref.
45�. A related theoretical prediction, made both for dense
hard-sphere systems46 and dense charge-stabilized suspen-
sions alike,47 is that S�q , t� should decay exponentially at
long times for wave numbers near to the location of the
maximum of S�q�. While a long-time exponential decay near
qm has been observed in DLS experiments on hard spheres,48

a similar extensive study has not been done so far for charge-
stabilized systems. We mention here that the time depen-
dence of the XPCS dynamic scattering functions of fluori-
nated latex spheres at long times �not shown in this paper� is
consistent with the predicted exponential long-time decay in
S�qm , t�. However, a more systematic study of long-time dif-
fusion in charge-stabilized suspensions is required to allow
for unequivocal conclusions.
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